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Abstract: The article deals with the typology of capitals-spolia on the buildings enclosing the 
main city square in Trogir in the Middle Ages, or situated immediately south of it. Capitals are 
made of different white marbles or of limestone. Most of them belong to the Asiatic Corinthian 
capital type (in a normal and free version). One capital belongs to the corithianizing type with 
flutes, and one to the so called Theodosian composite type. They are dated between the 2nd and 
the 6th century.

Nell’articolo si analizza la tipologia dei capitelli reimpiegati (spolia) negli edifici, ancora oggi 
visibili, che in epoca medievale racchiudevano la piazza principale di Trogir o erano situati 
immediatamente a sud della stessa piazza. I capitelli sono realizzati in diversi marmi bianchi o 
in calcare; la maggior parte di essi è riferibile alla tipologia del capitello corinzio asiatico (nella 
variante normale o libera). Un esemplare appartiene al tipo corinzieggiante con foglie di palma 
ed uno al cosiddetto capitello composito teodosiano. Tutti gli esemplari sono databili tra il II 
sec. d.C. e il VI sec. d.C.

The urban history of Trogir reaches back to the period of the Greek colonization. 
The city was mentioned for the first time under the name of Traugurion by historian Poly-
bius in the 2nd century B.C. During the Roman Empire, the city became a municipium, 
whose development was overshadowed by the vicinity of Salona, capital of the province. 
Its importance grew during the Early Middle Ages, when it survived the invasions of Slavs 
(unlike Salona which was abandoned). The history of the city continued uninterruptedly 
through the following centuries until today. 

The geographical position on a small elliptic island has determined its urban de-
velopment (fig.1A). Due to the lack of space, urban structures succeeded one another, 
respecting, however, the basic disposition of the main streets (cardo and decumanus) and 
the city square (forum)1. Unfortunately, information about the buildings from the Roman 
period is still insufficient. Archaeological excavations and probes have provided some data 
for the Early Christian era which, along with archaeological remains or entirely preserved 
Early Medieval and Romanesque buildings, enable us to reconstruct the basic arrange-
ment of the buildings around the city square from Early Christianity until the present2. 

The Roman forum was succeeded by the medieval platea publica which was again 
reorganized in the Late Middle Ages and the Renaissance, in order to function as a rep-
resentative city square3. On its northern side, at the site of the Roman temple, the Early 

1 Cambi 1980; Marasović 2011, pp. 111 - 153.
2 Babić 1985; Kovačić 1993.
3 Bužančić 1996; Benyovsky 1997.
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Christian church of St. Lawrence was constructed (probably in the 5th century), replaced 
by the Romanesque Cathedral in the 13th century4. According to historic sources, east of 
the platea, stood St. Stephen’s Church, destroyed in the 13th century in order to build the 
city hall5, and under the Romanesque church of St. John the Baptist, remains of an Early 
Christian church were discovered6. On the platea, historic sources speak of a baptistery7, 
and on the southern of the Cathedral, a cult-edifice has recently been found8. In the Mid-
dle Ages, the platea was enclosed by St. Mary’s Church and St. Martin’s Church on the 
south9, and from the end of the 13th century, by the city loggia 10.

Although, considering the important Roman and Late Antique phase in the devel-
opment of the city which, according to Pliny the Elder, was known for its stone (extracted 
from the quarries situated on the slopes of Sveti Ilija Hill, above the city) 11, a large num-
ber of capitals spolia in the later construction would be expected, not many of them have 
been discovered12. All capitals spolia have been reused on the buildings situated south of 
the city square: in St. Martin’s Church, in St. Mary’s Church (Sancta Maria de Platea), in 
a passage in front of St. Martin’s Church and on the façade of a medieval house south of 
that passage (fig.1B). These spoliae represent capitals of different types, dating from the 
Roman and Late Antique period. 

St. Martin’s Church is situated south of the city loggia (fig. 1B No.1)13. Before the 
construction of the latter, the church enclosed the city platea from the south. A study of its 
architectural development has distinguished two phases: the first pre-Romanesque phase 
with the proposed dating around the year 1000, while the second phase of the renovation 
would belong to the early-Romanesque in the second half of the 11th c.14. Some authors 
accept the possibility that an earlier pre-Romanesque Carolingian church existed15. 

In the interior six shafts with capitals support the vault, dividing the church in three 
naves (fig. 2A). Only one capital is Early Romanesque and represents a normal Corinthi-

4 Kovačić 2009, p. 63-75; Kovačić 2014, 126.
5 Barada 1948, Trogirski spomenici. Dio 1. Zapisci pisarne općine trogirske. Sv. I. od 21. X. 1263. do 22. 
V. 1279., p. 438-439.
6 Kovačić 1993, p. 291.
7 Andreis 1977, p. 332. 
8 Marasović 2011, p. 119, fig. 148.
9 Marasović 1963; Bužančić 1995. 
10 Benyovsky 1997, p. 13; Bužančić 1996.
11 C. Plini Secundi, Naturalis Historia, 3, 22, 26: “…Tragurium civium Romanorum, marmore notum”.
12 It is important to mention here that two out of six capitals of the city loggia correspond to the typology 
of Roman capitals. Several details, however, indicate that they are copies form the Gothic or Renaissance 
period. In subsellium of Romanesque cathedral one capital has been incorporated as foundation block, but 
it has not been published, KOVAČIĆ 2014, p. 32. 
13 From the 17th century onwards the curch has become known as the the Church of St. Barbara, after her 
cult had been transferred from the destroyed church dedicated to the saint.
14 Bužančić 1995. 
15 Marasović 2011, p. 120-127 ; Babić 2012, p. 273-301.

Fig. 1. A. Trogir - 
aerial view (photo 

T. Bartulović); 
B. Locations of 
capitals spolia: 
1. St. Martin's 

Church; 
2. St. Mary's 

Church; 3. pas-
sage in front of St. 
Martin's; 4. medi-

eval house south 
of City square. 

(plan: Institute for 
the Protection of 

Monuments Split). 
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an capital with smooth leaves, while all the others represent spolia dating from different 
periods and each of different type16. 

All capitals belong to variants of Asiatic Corinthian capitals. The only exception is 
the capital made of white/light grey marble (fig. 2, B No. 3 and fig. 3, A-B ; H. 53 cm, diam. 
40 cm, L. abacus.-)17, which suffered stronger damages: the lower lobes of leaves and the 
top-leaflets of the first row are cut off; all horns of the abacus are broken, as well as the 
spires of volutes under them. 

In the lower register the capital has two rows of leaves: eight in the first and only 
four in the second row. Behind the leaves of the upper row, beneath the horns of abacus, 
volutes emerge. Their stems are slightly concave with a plastically accentuated border. 
The kalathos has flutes occupying the surface between the beginning of the second row 
of leaves and the accentuated kalathos lip. The groove divides the abacus into two parts 
(the lower one representing a reduced cavet), while the profile of the upper one is not dis-
cernible due to damages. The central motif of abacus represents a flower (whose shape is 
impossible to determine due to damages). From the axial motif (probably a flower whose 
shape is impossible to determine due to damages), a stem gently weaves on three sides 
of the capital, descending over the lip of kalathos running down the central flute. On the 
fourth side it is replaced by a simple scroll with tiny secondary stems alternatively detach-
ing from it.

The leaves are broad, composed in the first row of three pairs of lobes and a top-leaf-
let. Strong drilled veins descend from the top of the middle foliole of each lobe. Folioles 
are small, triangular. The number of folioles and their disposition can be determined only 
for the median pair of lobes. There are five folioles: from the middle one descends the vein 
around which two pairs of folioles are symmetrically arranged. The center of each foliole 
is marked by a shallow nervure. At the contact of the two folioles of the middle lobe and 
a superposed contour of the upper lobe, an oculus superposed by a triangle is defined. 
The shape of the eyelet resembles an elongated triangle with slightly curved lower angles, 
whose top is enclosed by the foliole of the lower lobe which gently curves towards the 
elongated contour of the upper lobe. 

According to the traces of folioles on the kalathos, it is evident that the folioles of 
the first and second pair of lobes were in contact with their homologues of the adjacent 

Fig. 2. 
A. St. Martin's, 
interior (photo Z. 
Sunko); B. Numer-
ation of capitals in 
St. Martin's. (plan 
R. Bužančić).
 

16 The terminology used in this paper is mostly based upon the terminology Ginouvès, Martin 1985 and 
Ginouvès 1992.
17 Identification of the material is based only on visual examination.
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leaf, forming geometric figures (the only figure possible to distinguish is a form of triangle 
or a rhomb formed by folioles of the middle lobes of the adjacent leaves). 

Because of the damages of their upper part, it is unclear whether the leaves of the 
second row only have one pair of lobes and a board top-leaflet, or two pairs of lobes and 
a small top-leaflet. The leaves are considerably broader than those of the first row. A pair 
of veins descends parallel under the top-leaflet determining the mid rib. Symmetrically, 
on each side of it, another slightly curved vein runs down symmetrically, ending at half-
height of the mid rib. The eyelets are formed the same way as those on the leaves of the 
first row. Veins, eyelets and gouged geometric figures form a strong chiaro-scuro contrast. 

This type of capital has been designated under different names. Kautzch denotes 
it as Rillenkapitelle18, while Ronczewski classifies it under chapiteau corinthisé19. Several 
capitals of the same type in Salona were regrouped under the name chapiteau composite 
à feuilles d’eau20. On the other hand Liljenstolpe, assigns a similar type (represented in 
his study by a capital of the loggia of the south façade of Diocletian’s Palace in Split) to 
the Blattkelch Capital type21. Following the definition of Ginouvès-Martin, according to 
whom this type is denoted in English as the Corinthianizing capital (pseudo-corinthian 
chapiteau in French)22, in order to avoid the confusion with rather numerous types and 
variants included in this term, I am using the term Corinthianizing capital with flutes. 

I have not succeeded in finding a stylistically similar capital to this one, outside 
the region. It is interesting that two identical capitals have been found in Salona and in 
its district, both made of white/light grey marble. The first capital (fig. 3,C ; H. 49, diam. 

18 Kautzsch 1936, p. 211-212
19 Ronczewski 1927, p. 3 and 115.
20 Duval, Marin 2000, p. 338.
21 Liljenstolpe 1998, p.122.
22 Ginouves, Martin 1992, p. 99, n. 339. 

Fig. 3. A-D) 
Corinthianizing 

capitals with 
flutes: A-B) capital 

from St. Martin's 
Church side 1 and 

2; C) capital at 
Manastirine, Salo-

na; D) capital from 
Vranjic; 

Normal Corinthi-
an Asiatic capital: 

E) St. Martin; F) 
St. Mary. (photos. 

D. Matetić Poljak). 
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42 cm, L. abacus pres. 53 cm) stands today east of the basilica of Manastirine in Salona. 
It has been published23. The original height of capital is not preserved: on the lower row 
of leaves, the first pair of lobes has been cut off. It had approximately 54 cm. The second 
capital was discovered during underwater rescue excavations in 2006 on the south shore 
in Vranjic (peninsula south of Salona harbor) and was reused in the medieval bank (fig. 
3,D ; H. 54, dim. 40 cm, L. abacus pres. 55 cm)24. Their only difference in comparison to 
the Trogir capital is the motif descending down the central flute: capital in Manastirine 
has a waved stem on each side, while the one from Vranjic has a simple scroll (the same 
type as the one on Trogir example). It has been transferred to Manastirine in Salona Since 
there is no marble on the coast of Dalmatia, it is obvious that it was imported and that this 
type should be sought elsewhere. 

Although, their origin could precisely be determined only by means of petrograph-
ic analysis, their stylistic similarities relate them to Pergamon and the workshops active 
in first half of the 2nd c. The structure of the leaves and their stylistic characteristics cor-
respond to the leaves of the Corinthian capitals of the lower level of Palestra halls of the 
Upper Gymnasium in Pergamon25. A proposed dating of the structures and their capitals 
by Rohmann would place them in Trajan’s period, at the turn of the 1st into the 2nd c, 
while Herrmann dates them in Trajan period or a bit later26. Until other examples of the 
same type are found, I propose the examples from Trogir and Salona be broadly dated to 
the 2nd c. (although the first half is highly probable). 

To the Asiatic normal Corinthian capital belongs the capital marked as No. 2, fig. 
2,B (fig. 3,E ; gray marble, probably Proconnesian; H. 43 cm, Diam. 33 cm, L. abacus pres. 
38 cm,). The damages on the capital are significant: one side has been almost completely 
cut off, as well as the upper register of the other. On the abacus, only one axial motif heav-
ily damaged partly exists and only one horn of the abacus with volutes under it has been 
preserved. Only four helices and calices, with smaller damages are preserved. In the lower 

23 Duval, Marin 2000, fig. 151d.
24 The excavation was carried out by the Department of Maritime Archaeology of the Croatian Conserva-
tion Institute. The Report is published in RADIĆ ROSSI 2006, p. 451-453; Radić Rossi 2008. I would like 
to thank dr. Irena Radić Rossi for the permission to publish the capital.
25 Rohmann 1998, Taf. 24, B6-B8; Heilmeyer 1970, Taf. 36. 1,2.
26 Rohmann 1998, p. 41; Heilmeyer 1970, p. 92-93.

Fig. 4. A-B) Freely 
designed Corinthi-
an Asiatic capitals 
from St. Martin; 
C) comoposite 
capital in medieval 
passage; D) cap-
ital from Benzon 
house in Vranjic E) 
capital on medie-
val house in Tro-
gir; F) capital with 
complex shape of 
kalathos St. Mar-
tin. (photos. D. 
Matetić Poljak).
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register, seven of eight leaves of the first row exist (three of which heavily damaged), and 
five of the second row. 

Two rows of leaves cover two thirds of the kalathos. The leaves of the first row are 
composed of two pairs of lobes and a top-leaflet. Lower lobes have three folioles and the 
upper ones, four. All folioles are contiguous to those of the adjacent leaf forming super-
posed geometric figures: rhomb with rounded edges, rectangle, another rhomb and trian-
gle. The eyelets have an elongated drop-like form. 

The leaves of the second row spring above the top-leaflets of the first. They are re-
duced to one pair of lobes (composed of three folioles) and a top-leaflet. The contact of 
tips of adjacent folioles with the contour of the fond forms a triangle. The upper register 
of kalathos is occupied by reduced prismatic caulicules and by calices from which helices 
and the corner volutes spring. The helices rest on the inner leaves of the calices and are 
contiguous to the Zungenblatt - smooth foil placed in the axe of capital. The stem of the 
corner volute passes onto the abacus which is divided into an ovolo and a rather flattened 
cavet. The axial motif is protuberant, however too damaged to be described. 

The capital from the Church of St. Mary de platea (fig. 3,F ; gray marble, probably 
Proconnesian, H. 43 cm) belongs to the same type. Because of the wall in which it is in-
corporated near the west entrance, the capital is only partly visible. St. Mary’s Church is 
situated only several meters east of St. Martin’s Church (fig.1,B No. 2). There are divergent 
opinions about the phases of construction broadly dating it from the 8th - 12th c.27 Its 
pre-Romanesque phase (according to the hexafoil typology and altar screen fragments) 
is mostly considered to belong to the 9th-10th century, and the Romanesque phase, to the 
end of the 11th or the 12th c. The church was demolished in the middle of the 19th c. This 
is a frequent type of capital. Kautzsch published one marble capital of the same type from 
Salona, seen on the road leading to Manastirine, and dated it to the first half of the 4th 

c.28 Pensabene describes this type as: “foglie unite caulicoli a spigolo e sottile sagoma di 
sfondo delimitande uno spazio triangolo” in the Museum of Alexandria and dates them to 
the first half of the 4th c.29 As both Trogir capitals are of the same type and have the same 
height (and probably the same other dimensions), they could have been taken from the 
same earlier building, possibly situated in Trogir (in the area of city square?). 

To the freely designed Asiatic Corinthian capital with omitted calices, caulicules 
and helices in St. Martin belongs capital (fig. 2,B No. 1 and fig. 4,A ; gray marble, probably 
Proconnesian; H. pres. 29 cm, L. abacus pres. 45 cm). The first row of leaves has almost 
entirely been cut off (only the upper part of the top-leaflet is preserved). The horns of 
abacus and three axial motifs have suffered smaller damages. The leaves of the second row 
have been reduced to one pair of lobes (divided into three folioles) and a top-leaflet. Two 
adjacent leaves are connected by a curved contour of the smooth fond that could assume 
the form of the contour of two contiguous folioles. On the upper register, above the cen-
tral leaf is a semi-circular contour that corresponds to the upper contour of two helices 
and encloses the form of the flattened broad smooth leaf. The volutes have ribbon-like 
stems and a tight spire. The abacus is unusually high (its height corresponds to the height 
of the upper register), divided in two parts no more resembling to the cavet and ovolo. The 
axial motif represents a protuberant flower with four rounded petals and a circular pistil. 

27 Marasović 2011, p. 134-135, gives a survey of different theories about the church’s datation. He thinks 
the first phase is from the first quarter of the 8th c., the pre-Romanesque phase from the 9th-11th c., and the 
Romanesque from the 12th c. 
Rapanić 1998, p. 58 thinks that an earlier church from the 8th c. stood on its site; dates the the construction 
of the hexafoil church to the end of the 10th and the beginning of the 11th c. Babić 2012, p. 296, divides 
the construction phases on the first phase from the 9th c. and its restorations and reconstructions from the 
9th-11th c. According to him, the construction in the 9th c. was part of a larger project that included the 
construction of the first Church of St. Martin and the defining of the southern side of the city square. 
28 Kautzsch 1936, Taf I,2.
29 Pensabene 1993, p. 404, published four capitals no. 424-427. Capitals 424-426 are kept in the garden of 
the Archaeological Museum of Alexandria and are dated to the first half of the 4th c. Capital no. 427 is in 
the courtyard of the Coptic Museum in Cairo. 
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The only capital with the same disposition of elements in the upper register I have 
been able to find, is used as spolium in the Benzon house in Vranjic30. Slightly smaller 
than the one in St. Martin’s (fig. 4,D ; H. 33 cm, L. abacus 36 cm), its entire height has been 
preserved. Painted in white, it is therefore not possible to determine its material. In the 
lower register, the contact of homologue folioles of two adjacent leaves create superposed 
geometric figures. It is possible that the lower register of St. Martin’s capital had the same 
disposition. The existence of two capitals with the same scheme of the upper register in-
dicates that the flattened broad leaf represents a typological characteristic. Capitals can be 
dated to a slightly later period than the previous Corinthian capitals, around the middle 
of the 4th c. 

To the freely designed Corinthian Asiatic capital with omitted caulicules and cali-
ces belongs capital (Fig. 2,B No. 4 and Fig. 4,B; limestone; H. pres. 29 cm, L. abacus. Pres. 
53 cm). The lower row of leaves is partly cut off (only two folioles of the upper lobe and 
the top-leaflet subsist). The damages are visible on the top-leaflets; two corns of abacus are 
broken, two axial motifs destroyed. The preserved folioles of the lower row lobes are con-
tiguous and form a geometric figure with the only preserved upper part making it difficult 
to determine whether it is a triangle or rhomb. The leaves of the second row spring above 
those of the first. They have a top-leaflet and one pair of lobes (reduced to three folioles). 
The lowest folioles are articulated only by the upper contour on the plain fond indicating 
they are contiguous. The midrib on all leaves is rather large and flattened, and the top-leaf-
lets are bent forward. The volutes have ribbon-like stems and their spires terminate with 
a convex eye. Separated helices rest on the top-leaflet of the central leaf. The low abacus, 
divided in two flattened parts, has a protuberant axial motif shaped as a four-petal flower 
with round pistil. The types of leaves with small but accentuated top-leaflet bending for-
ward, and the type of foioles, resemble those of the capitals of micro-Asiatic production 
of the first half of the 4th century31. The type of capital is similar to the capital from Salona 
found in the area of Basilica Urbana, published by Kautzsch and dated to the second half 
of the 4th c.32 Our capital is a product of local workshop, a copy of imported capital. I 
would rather propose a datation closer to the mid of 4th century.

Capital (Fig 2,B No. 5, and Fig.4, F ; limestone; H. 38 cm; L. abacus 45 cm, Base 
33x20 cm) has an unusually shaped kalathos, representing in section a combination of an 
oval and a rectangle with elements adapted to its shape. The lower parts of the leaves on 
the oval sides of the capital are cut off, the abacus is greatly damaged. The capital has only 
one row of leaves (acanthus spinousus): four entire leaves, (two on each oval part side), 
and four half-leaves (two on each rectangular part). The entire leaves are composed of 
two pairs of lobes (each with three folioles) and a top-leaflet. The folioles of lower lobes 
are contiguous, forming superposed two triangles and a trapeze. The eyelets are elongat-
ed with a rectangular base. On the upper register a broad flat smooth leaf is sculpted on 
the axe of each side and a pair of irregular helices and pronounced volutes (reduced to 
a spire). Four volutes (almost reduced to spires) are visible on the broader sides and two 
on the narrow. The abacus is divided on the cavet and a simple band. The axial motif is 
protuberant, however too damaged to be discernible. The leaves of the capital resemble 
the leaves of the limestone capitals of Diocletian’s Palace, but their structure is no longer 
solid, top leaflets are degenerated, the mid rib lost its solidity. They resemble to those of 
the four leaf type capital published by Kautzsch, dated in the middle of the 5th century33. 
The shape of the capital indicates a late dating to the 5th c. 

The capital incorporated in the medieval house, south of St. Martin’s Church has 
only two visible sides (fig. 1,B No. 4 and fig. 4,E ; limestone; H. 28 cm). It has no damages. 
Two rows of leaves, each composed of four independent leaves occupy the lower register. 

30 Švonja 2014, Fig. 34. 
31 Pensabene 1993, catalogue 440 and 444.
32 Kautzsch 1937, Taf. 2,13. p. 10.
33 Kautzsch 1936, p. 16, Taf. 2, 19.
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The leaves of the lower row are composed of two pairs of lobes (four folioles in the lower 
and three in the upper) and a top-leaflet (composed of three side-folioles and a small 
top bent forward). The drop-shaped eyelets are shallow. The mid rib becomes broader 
towards the top and the bottom. Between two leaves are semicircular shapes. Above them 
spring the leaves of the upper row, composed of two pairs of lobes (four folioles in the low-
er and three in the upper) and a small top-leaflet bent forward. They have no eyelets. In 
the upper register, volutes and helices have lost their consistency, and have been reduced 
to pure decorative elements resembling tendrils. On one side, a kalathos is indicated by a 
groove. The abacus is low, divided by a groove in two parts. The axial motif on the abacus 
has the shape of a flower with a large stem descending on the upper register. The capital 
shows a lack of comprehension of the “classic” structure of capitals and the function of 
its elements that are almost organically fused to the block, which, in turn, does not have 
a clear separation of kalathos and abacus. This indicates a later date of local production, 
that of the 6th century. 

In front of the entrance to St. Martin’s Church, a portico was constructed above the 
main street in the 13th c., supported by a column and a composite limestone capital (Fig. 
1,B No. 3 and Fig. 4,C ; H. pres. 32 cm). The lower row of acanthus on the Corinthian part 
of the capital is cut off, as well as a smaller part of the eight leaves of the upper row. The 
echinus and abacus are slightly damaged. Top-leaflets of the leaves sculpted in the axe of 
each side of the capital are also cut off. However, it is evident that they were small and bent 
forward. Leaves belong to a fine toothed acanthus, composed of two pairs of lobes and a 
top-leaflet with eyelets in the form of a drop. The division of lobes on folioles is made by 
small drilled holes. A deep vein runs through every lobe. The mid rib is flat and broad. 
Above the leaves, the kalathos ends with a tiny lip.

The beginning of the Ionic part of the capital is marked by a tiny astragal. The 
echinus is decorated with the Ionic kyma composed of oves and arrows. Oves, well plasti-
cally defined, are surrounded by an open broad shell. Volutes have a broad channel; their 
spire ends with a convex eye. On the other side, the volute ends in half-palmetto partly 
covering the echinus. Under the abacus, the joint of two volutes is decorated with a leaf. 
There are two types of this motif, placed under diagonally opposite horns. The upper part 
of the abacus is decorated with a row of diagonal lines resembling a rope while the low-
er is a plain band. Axial motifs are protuberant, representing two different motifs, each 
composed of symmetrically combined stylized leaves. This type belongs to the widespread 
so-called “Theodosian” capital, with fine toothed acanthus34, typical for the micro-Asiatic 
production between the mid 5th to the mid 6th c.35 The Trogir capital is a true copy of an 
imported capital, work of a local workshop (indicated by a somewhat rougher execution), 
sculpted probably at the end of the 5th or the first half of the 6th c. 

The scheme of leaves on our capital corresponds to that of two capitals in Raven-
na, on the Campanile of San Giovanni Evangelista and in Palazzo comunale, provennant 
from the church of San Andrea dei Goti36.

The capitals spolia from Trogir have not been studied yet. They show a wide variety 
of types and a wide time span, from the 2 nd to the 6th century. It is highly probable that 
some belonged to the Late Antique and Early Christian edifices in Trogir, perhaps those 
in the vicinity of the square (the Normalcapitals from St. Martin’s and St. Mary’s could 
have belonged to the same edifice), but some could have been brought from the city’s sur-
roundings or from Salona. As spolia at present positions, they could have been used for 
the first or even the second time. The stone capitals show copying of imported models, but 
characteristics of local production could only be determined by further research.

34 About the term Theodosian capital and the developement of the type, Peshlow, 2002, 5. p. 96-97. The 
earliest dated example is the capital from the Church of John Studio in Constantinople (454.), and the latest 
one is that from the Euphrasian Basilica in Poreč (530.)
35 The subtype with ioninc kyma on the echinus in the Adratic region presented by the capital from San 
Marco in Venice slightly differs from our exemple, Deichmann 1981, San Marko catalogue no.13, Taf 2, 13., 
as well as the capital from the Euphrasiana in Poreč, Vicelja 2014, fig. 145. 
36 Deichmann 1974, S. Giovanni Evangelista Abb. 66; Deichmann 1976, San Andrea dei Goti, Abb 193. 
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